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( Extract data for the required axial rotation from the raw data) 
i.e. Flexion/Extension 
~ 
Run ( Crop data to the last 1 0 cycles of the test ) 
F ormatData. m 
for the four tests 
per frequency. ( Calculate the maximum and minimum frictional torque of ) 
each of the last 10 cycles 
~ ( Calculate the absolute values of the maxima and minima ) 
I 
r 
Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the maxima and minima ) 
frictional torques from the four tests 
l 
Repeat ) CalculateStribeck.m Calculate the Sommerfeld Number 
for each frequency 
~ 
Calculate the Friction Factor for each of the frictional torque means and ) 
standard deviations 
' ( Concatenate data from all frequencies ) 
Repeat 
PlotStribeck.m for + 
each implant 
Plot Stribeck Curve with Friction Factor against Sommerfeld Number ) 
+ I 
't 
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( Use GenAliconalmport to determine continuous and interpola ted x, 
y, z, d ata for the su rface of the implant for Run 1 
"' ( Plot a figure of the d ata to sanity check 
+ ( Crop the x, y, z, data to the radius of the imp lant bearing su rface 
t 
( Repeat for Run 
2 and 3 ( Plot a figure to ch eck d ata croppin g is correct 
t ( Calculate the volume under the im plant bearing surface using Equa tion 6.1 
t 
( Crop the x, y, z d ata to remove the implant bearing su rface from the 
data and obtain a reference plane for Run 1 
t ( Plot a figure to check d ata cropping is correct 
... 
( Use Iterative Closes t Point m ethod (icp .m) to minimise the differencJ 
between the Run 2 and Run 1 d ata . 
~ 
( A lign the z-coord in ates of Run 2 to Run 1 by applying the tran slatioJ 
and rotation m a trices calculated above to the z-coordinates of Run 2 
Repea t to align ; ~ 
Runs 3, 4, 5 and 
( Crop the x, y, z, d ata to the radius of the implant bearing surface ) 6 to Run 1 
~ 
( Calculate the volume of the aligned Run 2 d ata u sing Equ ation 6.1 ) 
~ 
( Compare the aligned volume of Run 2 to that of Run 1 to d etermine) 
th e chan ge in vo lume due to w ear 
+ ( Save data to file 
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1. %% Crop scan to a sphere 
2. [Run1Vol, struct] = genAliconaImport('LI03Run1RawData.txt', 






















1. function [Center,Radius, Maximum, Minimum] = sphereFit(X) 
2. %% this fits a sphere to a collection of data using a closed form 
for the 
3. %% solution (opposed to using an array the size of the data set).  
4. %% Minimizes Sum((x-xc)^2+(y-yc)^2+(z-zc)^2-r^2)^2 
5. %% x,y,z are the data, xc,yc,zc are the sphere's center, and r is 
the radius 
6.  
7. %% Assumes that points are not in a singular configuration, real 
numbers, ... 
8. %% if you have coplanar data, use a circle fit with svd for 
determining the 
9. %% plane, recommended Circle Fit (Pratt method), by Nikolai 
Chernov 
10. %% http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/22643 
11.  
12. %% Input: 
13. %% X: n x 3 matrix of cartesian data 
14. %% Outputs: 
15. %% Center: Center of sphere  
16. %% Radius: Radius of sphere 
17. %% Author: 
18. %% Alan Jennings, University of Dayton 
19.  
20. A=[mean(X(:,1).*(X(:,1)-mean(X(:,1)))), ... 
21.     2*mean(X(:,1).*(X(:,2)-mean(X(:,2)))), ... 
22.     2*mean(X(:,1).*(X(:,3)-mean(X(:,3)))); ... 
23.     0, ... 
24.     mean(X(:,2).*(X(:,2)-mean(X(:,2)))), ... 
25.     2*mean(X(:,2).*(X(:,3)-mean(X(:,3)))); ... 
26.     0, ... 
27.     0, ... 




31.     mean((X(:,1).^2+X(:,2).^2+X(:,3).^2).*(X(:,2)-
mean(X(:,2))));... 






36. %% adapted by Naomi Green to find Radial Separation 
37. for ii=1:length(X); 
38.     ra=sqrt((Center(1)-X(ii,1))^2+(Center(2)-
X(ii,2))^2+(Center(3)-X(ii,3))^2); 












1. function [maxima, minima, frequency, cropdatarms] = 
fdatanalysis_ncg(filename, axis, minPeak, frequency, NoScans) 
2. %IMPORTFILE Import numeric data from a text file as column 
vectors. 
3. %   [TIME,ZMOMENT,XMOMENT,YMOMENT] = IMPORTFILE(FILENAME) Reads 
data from 
4. %   text file FILENAME for the default selection. 
5. % 
6. %   [TIME,ZMOMENT,XMOMENT,YMOMENT] = IMPORTFILE(FILENAME, 
STARTROW, ENDROW) 
7. %   Reads data from rows STARTROW through ENDROW of text file 
FILENAME. 
8. % 
9. % Example: 
10. %   [time,Zmoment,Xmoment,Ymoment] = 
11. %   importfile('0-5HzFrictionTestFlex001.CSV',12, 201170); 
12. % 
13. %    See also TEXTSCAN. 
14. % Auto-generated by MATLAB on 2014/07/28 16:05:43 
15.  
16. %% Initialize variables. 
17. delimiter = ','; 
18. startRow = 12; 
19. endRow = inf; 
20.  
21. %% Format string for each line of text: 
22. %   column2: double (%f) 
23. % column9: double (%f) 
24. %   column10: double (%f) 
25. % column11: double (%f) 
26. % For more information, see the TEXTSCAN documentation. 




29. %% Open the text file. 
30. fileID = fopen(filename,'r'); 
31.  
32. %% Read columns of data according to format string. 
33. textscan(fileID, '%[^\n\r]', startRow(1)-1, 'ReturnOnError', 
false); 
34. dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(1)-
startRow(1)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'ReturnOnError', false); 
35. for block=2:length(startRow) 
36. frewind(fileID); 
37. textscan(fileID, '%[^\n\r]', startRow(block)-1, 
'ReturnOnError', false); 
38. dataArrayBlock = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 
endRow(block)-startRow(block)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 
'ReturnOnError', false); 
39. for col=1:length(dataArray) 









44. %% Close the text file. 
45. fclose(fileID); 
46.  
47. %% Allocate imported array to column variable names 
48. time = dataArray{:, 1}; 
49. Zmoment = dataArray{:, 2}; 
50. Xmoment = dataArray{:, 3}; 
51. Ymoment = dataArray{:, 4}; 
52.  
53. %% Extract data for the required axial rotation defined in the 
function inputs 
54. if strcmp(axis, 'x') == 1 
55. data = Xmoment; 
56. elseif strcmp(axis, 'y') == 1 
57. data = Ymoment; 
58. elseif strcmp(axis, 'z') == 1 
59. data = Zmoment; 
60. else 
61. error('Invalid dimension') 
62. end 
63.  





69. %% Calculate the Arithmetic mean of the last 10 cycles 
70. mu=mean(cropdata); 
71.  
72. %% Find the maximum and minimum values of each of the last 10 
cycles 
73. minDist=((1/frequency)*NoScans); 
74. maxima =findpeaks(cropdata, 'MINPEAKHEIGHT', minPeak, 
'MINPEAKDISTANCE', minDist); 
75. InvData=cropdata.*(-1); 
76. minima=findpeaks(InvData, 'MINPEAKHEIGHT', minPeak, 
'MINPEAKDISTANCE', minDist); 
77. minima = minima*-1; 
78.  
79. %% Plot figure of the last 10 cycles 
80. figure, plot(croptime,cropdata, 'k') 
81. ylim([-8, 8]) 
82. xlim([45, 50.1]) 
83. title('Frictional Torque Lateral Bending Implant 2 2Hz Test 1') 
84. xlabel('Time, s') 
85. ylabel('Lateral Bending Moment, Nm') 
86. hline=refline([0, mu]); 
87. hline.Color = 'k'; 















4. %% Format input files and extract maxima and minima for each 
test; 
5. for i=1:4; 
6. [maxima(i,:), minima(i,:), 
frequency]=FormatData(inputFiles{i}, 'x', 4, 0.25, 100); 
7. end 
8.  
9. %% Find mean and standard deviation of combined maxima and 
minima 
10. Invminima=minima*-1; 




15. %% Find Sommerfeld Number 
16. % Inputs 
17. rCup=0.00705; % Radius of cup 
18. rBall=0.007; % Radius of ball 
19. R=rBall; 
20. viscosity=0.000713; % Viscosity of bovine serum 
21. load=150; % Applied load 
22. ang=6; % Maximum angular displacement 
23. % Calculations 
24. angVel=2*pi()*ang*frequency/180; % Calculate angular velocity 
25. vEnt=angVel*R/2; % Calculate entraining velocity 
26. SomNum025=(viscosity*R*vEnt)/load; % Calculate Sommerfeld Number 
27.  





32. %% Clear variables 
33. clear('frequency', 'inputFiles', 'load', 'i', 'maxima', 
'minima', 'rBall', 'rCup', 'vEnt', 'viscosity', 'frequency', 










1. %% Concatenate data 
2. SomNum=[SomNum025 SomNum05 SomNum075 SomNum1 SomNum125 SomNum15 
SomNum175 SomNum2]; 
3. FricNumComb3=[FricNumComb025 FricNumComb05 FricNumComb075 
FricNumComb1 FricNumComb125 FricNumComb15 FricNumComb175 
FricNumComb2]; 
4. FricNumCombSD3=[FricNumCombSD025 FricNumCombSD05 




7. %% Plot stribeck curve  
8. figure 
9. errorbar(SomNum, FricNumComb, FricNumCombSD, '.r') 
10. title('Combined  Frictional Torque Flexion/Extension Implant 
03') 
11. xlabel('Sommerfeld Number, Z') 
12. ylabel('Friction Factor, f') 
13. axis([0, 6.5e-11, 0, 8]) 
14. print -dpng stribeckCombFlexExImp3.png -r600 









1. %% Plot all stribeck curves on one graph 
2. figure 
3. errorbar(SomNum, FricNumComb1, FricNumCombSD1, 'b') 
4. hold on  
5. errorbar(SomNum, FricNumComb2, FricNumCombSD2, 'r') 
6. hold off 
7. hold on  
8. errorbar(SomNum, FricNumComb3, FricNumCombSD3, 'k') 
9. hold off 
10.  
11. title('Combined  Frictional Torque Flexion/Extension All 
Implants') 
12. xlabel('Sommerfeld Number, Z') 
13. ylabel('Friction Factor, f') 
14. legend ('Implant 01','Implant 02','Implant 03', 'location', 
'southeast') 
15. axis([0, 6.8e-11, 0, 8]) 
16. print -dpng stribeckCombFlexExAllLine.png -r600 










1. function [ output, struct] = GenAliconaImport(filename, 
varargin) 
2.  
3. % Import alicona data to matlab from a text file. It takes the 
form of 
4. % [primary, struct] = genAliconaImport('path/to/file.txt', 
'option1', 
5. % value1, ..., 'optionN', valueN); 
6.  
7. %   This program will assume a single line header and footer on 
text files 
8. %   unless otherwise specified with the options: 
9. %   'startRow' & 'endRow'. 
10.  
11. %   To find the volume between the surface and the z plane, set 
12. %   'findVolume' to true. 
13.  
14. %   To plot the data, set 'plot' to one of the following: 
15. %   'contour', 'contourf', 'contour3', 'mesh', or 'surf'. 
16.  
17. %   To crop data, use 'crop' followed by [xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax]. 
N.B. these 
18. %   must be scaled to the new size! 
19. % 
20.  
21. % Author David Eckold 
22. %% input argument parser 
23. defaultStartRow = 2; 
24. defaultEndRow = (numel(textread(filename,'%1c%*[^\n]')))-1; 
25. defaultScale = 1; 
26. defaultInterp = 'natural'; 
27. defaultFindVol = false; 
28. defaultPlot = false; 
29. defaultContourLayers = 20; 
30. defaultCrop = false; 
31. expectedInterp = {'nearest','linear','natural'}; 
32. expectedPlot = { 'contour', 'contourf', 'contour3', 'mesh', 
'surf'}; 
33. err = 'Value must be a positive number.'; 
34. validationFunc = @(x) assert(isnumeric(x) && isscalar(x) && (x > 
0), err); 
35.  















44. addParamValue(p,'contourLayers', defaultContourLayers, 
validationFunc); 
45. addParamValue(p,'crop', defaultCrop) 
46. parse(p,filename,varargin{:}); 
47.  
48. %% Import data from Alicona file to tuplets. 
49. startRow = p.Results.startRow; 
50. endRow = p.Results.endRow; 
51.  
52. % Format string for each line of text: 
53. %   column1: double (%f) 
54. %   column2: double (%f) 
55. %   column3: double (%f) 
56. % For more information, see the TEXTSCAN documentation. 
57. formatSpec = '%13f%13f%f%[^\n\r]'; 
58.  
59. % Open the text file. 
60. fileID = fopen(filename,'r'); 
61.  
62. % Read columns of data according to format string. 
63. % This call is based on the structure of the file used to 
generate this 
64. % code. If an error occurs for a different file, try 
regenerating the code 
65. % from the Import Tool. 
66. dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(1)-
startRow(1)+1, 'Delimiter', '', 'WhiteSpace', '', 'HeaderLines', 
startRow(1)-1, 'ReturnOnError', false); 
67. % for block=2:length(startRow) 
68. %     frewind(fileID); 
69. %     dataArrayBlock = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 
endRow(block)-startRow(block)+1, 'Delimiter', '', 'WhiteSpace', 
'', 'HeaderLines', startRow(block)-1, 'ReturnOnError', false); 
70. %     for col=1:length(dataArray) 
71. %         dataArray{col} = [dataArray{col};dataArrayBlock{col}]; 
72. %     end 
73. % end 
74.  
75. % Close the text file. 
76. fclose(fileID); 
77.  
78. % Create output variable 
79. xyz = [dataArray{1:end-1}]; 
80.  
81. %% Convert Alicona tuplets to nxmx3 Mesh. 
82. scale = p.Results.scale; 
83.  
84. x = xyz(:,1); y = xyz(:,2); z = xyz(:,3); 
85. x = x*scale; y = y*scale; z = z*scale; 
86. dx = abs(x(find(diff(x),1)+1)-x(1)); 
87. dy = abs(y(find(diff(y),1)+1)-y(1)); 
88.  
89. if p.Results.crop == 0 
90.           xvg = min(x):dx:max(x); 
91.           yvg = min(y):dy:max(y); 






93.           xvg = p.Results.crop(1):dx:p.Results.crop(2);  
94.           yvg = p.Results.crop(3):dy:p.Results.crop(4); 
95. else 
96.           error (’Incorrect number of inputs’!') 
97. end 
98. F = scatteredInterpolant(x,y,z,p.Results.interpolant,'none'); 
99. [vx,vy] = ndgrid(xvg,yvg); 
100. vz = F(vx,vy); 
101.  
102. %% write outputs and plot graphs if called for 
103. if p.Results.findVolume == 1 
104.           output = dx*dy*sum(vz(:)); 
105.           struct.xyz(:,:,1) = vx; 
106.           struct.xyz(:,:,2) = vy; 
107.           struct.xyz(:,:,3) = vz; 
108. else 
109.           output(:,:,1) = vx; 
110.           output(:,:,2) = vy; 
111.           output(:,:,3) = vz; 
112. end 
113.           struct.d = [dx dy]; 
114.           struct.F = F; 
115. if  p.Results.plot ~= 0 
116.           figure 
117.           if   any(strcmp(p.Results.plot,{'contour', ... 
'contourf','contour3'})) == 1; 
118.                feval(p.Results.plot, vx,vy,vz, 
p.Results.contourLayers) 
119.                c = colorbar; 
120.                ylabel(c, 'z, m') 
121.           else 
122.           feval(p.Results.plot, vx,vy,vz); 
123.           zlabel('z, m') 
124.            end 
125.            ylabel('y, m') 
126.            xlabel('x, m') 
127.            end 








1 %% Import data Run 1 
2 [ ~, struct] = GenAliconaImport('metalSpecimen1.txt', 











13 %% Crop data to obtain reference plane  





















35 %% Align the arbitrary z-plane with the reference plane by 
subtracting the mean of the reference plane from the z heights 
36 zCylndrAlign1=zCylndr1-meanFlat1; 
37  




42 %% Calculate Volume 
43 dx1 = x1(2,1)-x1(1,1); 
44 dy1= y1(1,2)-y1(1,1); 
45 SpecVol1=dx1*dy1*sum(zCylndrAlign1(find(zCylndrAlign1>0))) 
46  
47 %% Import data Run2 
48 [ ~, struct] = GenAliconaImport('metalSpecimen2.txt', 
















59 %% Crop data to obtain reference plane  





















80 %% Align the arbitrary z-plane with the reference plane by 
subtracting the mean of the reference plane from the z heights 
81 zCylndrAlign2=zCylndr2-meanFlat2; 
82  




87 %% Calculate Volume 
88 dx2 = x2(2,1)-x2(1,1); 
89 dy2= y2(1,2)-y2(1,1); 
90 SpecVol2=dx2*dy2*sum(zCylndrAlign2(find(zCylndrAlign2>0))) 
91  
92 %% Import data Run3 
93 [ ~, struct] = GenAliconaImport('metalSpecimen3.txt', 
















104 %% Crop data to obtain reference plane  





















126 %% Align the arbitrary z-plane with the reference plane by 
subtracting the mean of the reference plane from the z heights 
127 zCylndrAlign3=zCylndr3-meanFlat3; 
128  




133 %% Calculate Volume 
134 dx3 = x3(2,1)-x3(1,1); 










1 %% Determine absolute volume for Runs 1, 2 and 3 
2 run(FindVolume.m); 
3  
4 %% Align Run 2 to Run 1 
5 DiffMean12=meanFlat1-meanFlat2; % Determine difference in z 
heights by subtracting the means of the reference surfaces. 
6 Alignz12=zCylndr2+DiffMean12; % Align the z coordinates of Run 2 
to Run 1 
7 Alignz12=Alignz12-meanFlat1; % Subtract the mean of Run 1's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
8 AlignVol12=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz12(find(Alignz12>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
9 DiffVol12=abs(AlignVol12-(SpecVol1)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 1 to determine the absolute error 
10  
11 %% Align Run 3 to Run 1 
12 DiffMean13=meanFlat1-meanFlat3; % Determine difference in z 
heights by subtracting the means of the reference surfaces. 
13 Alignz13=zCylndr3+DiffMean13; % Align the z coordinates of Run 3 
to Run 1 
14 Alignz13=Alignz13-meanFlat1; % Subtract the mean of Run 1's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
15 AlignVol13=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz13(find(Alignz13>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
16  
17 DiffVol13=abs(AlignVol13-(SpecVol1)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 3 to that of Run 1 to determine the absolute error 
18  
19 %% Align Run 1 to Run 2 
20 DiffMean21=meanFlat2-meanFlat1; % Determine difference in z 
heights by subtracting the means of the reference surfaces. 
21 Alignz21=zCylndr1+DiffMean21; % Align the z coordinates of Run 1 
to Run 2 
22 Alignz21=Alignz21-meanFlat2; % Subtract the mean of Run 2's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
23 AlignVol21=dx1*dy1*sum(Alignz21(find(Alignz21>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 1 data 
24 DiffVol21=abs(AlignVol21-(SpecVol2)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 2 to determine the absolute error 
25  
26 %% Align Run 3 to Run 2 
27 DiffMean23=meanFlat2-meanFlat3; % Determine difference in z 
heights by subtracting the means of the reference surfaces. 
28 Alignz23=zCylndr3+DiffMean23; % Align the z coordinates of Run 3 
to Run 2 
29 Alignz23=Alignz23-meanFlat2; % Subtract the mean of Run 2's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
30 AlignVol23=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz23(find(Alignz23>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
31 DiffVol23=abs(AlignVol23-(SpecVol2)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 3 to that of Run 2 to determine the absolute error 
32  






34 DiffMean31=meanFlat3-meanFlat1; % Determine difference in z 
heights by subtracting the means of the reference surfaces. 
35 Alignz31=zCylndr1+DiffMean31; % Align the z coordinates of Run 1 
to Run 3 
36 Alignz31=Alignz31-meanFlat3; % Subtract the mean of Run 3's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
37 AlignVol31=dx1*dy1*sum(Alignz31(find(Alignz31>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 1 data 
38  DiffVol31=abs(AlignVol31-(SpecVol3)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 1 to that of Run 3 to determine the absolute error 
39  
40 %% Align Run 2 to Run 3 
41  DiffMean32=meanFlat3-meanFlat32 % Determine difference in z 
heights by subtracting the means of the reference surfaces. 
42  Alignz32=zCylndr2+DiffMean32; % Align the z coordinates of Run 
2 to Run 3 
43  Alignz32=Alignz32-meanFlat3; % Subtract the mean of Run 3's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
44  AlignVol32=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz32(find(Alignz32>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
45  
46  DiffVol32=abs(AlignVol32-(SpecVol3)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 3 to determine the absolute error 
47  
48  %% Determine Error in Alignment Method 
49  
SumDiffVol=DiffVol12+DiffVol13+DiffVol21+DiffVol23+DiffVol31+Dif
fVol32; %Sum the absolute errors between runs 
50  MeanDiffVol=SumDiffVol/6; % Calculate the mean of the absolute 
volume errors between the all runs for this alignment method 
51  SpecArea=pi*a*a; % Calculate the xy area of the specimen 
52  ImpArea=pi*5000*5000; % Calculate the xy area of the implant 
53  zHeightErr=MeanDiffVol/SpecArea; % Calculate the mean error in 
the z height  alignment for this alignment method 
54  VolErrImp=zHeightErr*ImpArea; % Calculate the predicted mean 









1 %% Determine absolute volume for Runs 1, 2 and 3 
2 run(FindVolume.m); 
3  
4 %% Import data and crop to patch in centre of specimen for Run 1 
5 [ ~, struct] = GenAliconaImport('metalSpecimen1.txt', 











16 %% Import data and crop to patch in centre of specimen for Run 2 
17 [ ~, struct] = GenAliconaImport ('metalSpecimen2.txt', 













30 %% Import data and crop to patch in centre of specimen for Run 3 
31 [ ~, struct] = GenAliconaImport('metalSpecimen3.txt', 











42 %% Align Run 2 to Run 1 
43 [TR12, TT12, ER12, t12] = icp(Run1p', Run2p', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 
required to move Run 2 to Run 1 using Closest Iterative Point 
Method 
44 Alignz12=zCylndr2+TT12(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 2 
to Run 1 using only the translation matrix 
45 Alignz12=Alignz12-meanFlat1; % Subtract the mean of Run 1's 






46 AlignVol12=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz12(find(Alignz12>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
47 DiffVol12=abs(AlignVol12-(SpecVol1)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 1 to determine the absolute error 
48  
49 %% Align Run 3 to Run 1 
50 [TR13, TT13, ER13, t13] = icp(Run1p', Run3p', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 
required to move Run 3 to Run 1 Using Closest Iterative Point 
Method 
51 Alignz13=zCylndr3+TT13(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 3 
to Run 1 using only the translation matrix 
52 Alignz13=Alignz13-meanFlat1; % Subtract the mean of Run 1's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
53 AlignVol13=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz13(find(Alignz13>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
54 DiffVol13=abs(AlignVol13-(SpecVol1)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 3 to that of Run 1 to determine the absolute error 
55  
56 %% Align Run 1 to Run 2 
57 [TR21, TT21, ER21, t21] = icp(Run2p', Run1p', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 
required to move Run 1 to Run 2 Using Closest Iterative Point 
Method 
58 Alignz21=zCylndr1+TT21(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 1 
to Run 2 using only the translation matrix 
59 Alignz21=Alignz21-meanFlat2; % Subtract the mean of Run 2's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
60 AlignVol21=dx1*dy1*sum(Alignz12(find(Alignz12>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 1 data 
61 DiffVol21=abs(AlignVol21-(SpecVol2)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 1 to that of Run 2 to determine the absolute error 
62  
63 %% Align Run 3 to Run 2 
64 [TR23, TT23, ER23, t32] = icp(Run2p', Run3p', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 
required to move Run 3 to Run 2 Using Closest Iterative Point 
Method 
65 Alignz23=zCylndr3+TT23(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 3 
to Run 1 using only the translation matrix 
66 Alignz23=Alignz23-meanFlat2; % Subtract the mean of Run 2's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
67 AlignVol23=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz23(find(Alignz23>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
68 DiffVol23=abs(AlignVol23-(SpecVol2)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 3 to that of Run 2 to determine the absolute error 
69  
70 %% Align Run 1 to Run 3 
71 [TR31, TT31, ER31, t31] = icp(Run3p', Run1p', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 
required to move Run 1 to Run 3 Using Closest Iterative Point 
Method 
72 Alignz31=zCylndr1+TT31(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 1 
to Run 3 using only the translation matrix 
73 Alignz31=Alignz31-meanFlat3; % Subtract the mean of Run 3's 






74 AlignVol31=dx1*dy1*sum(Alignz31(find(Alignz31>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 1 data 
75 DiffVol31=abs(AlignVol31-(SpecVol3)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 1 to that of Run 3 to determine the absolute error 
76  
77 %% Align Run 2 to Run 3 
78 [TR32, TT32, ER32, t32] = icp(Run3p', Run2p', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 
required to move Run 2 to Run 3 Using Closest Iterative Point 
Method 
79 Alignz32=zCylndr2+TT32(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 2 
to Run 3 using only the translation matrix 
80 Alignz32=Alignz32-meanFlat3; % Subtract the mean of Run 3's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
81 AlignVol32=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz32(find(Alignz32>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
82 DiffVol32=abs(AlignVol32-(SpecVol3)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 3 to determine the absolute error 
83  
84 %% Determine Error in Alignment Method 
85 SumDiffVol=DiffVol12+DiffVol13+DiffVol21+DiffVol23+DiffVol31+Dif
fVol34; %Sum the absolute errors between runs 
86 MeanDiffVol=SumDiffVol/6; % Calculate the mean of the absolute 
volume errors between the all runs for this alignment method 
87 SpecArea=pi*a*a; % Calculate the xy area of the specimen 
88 ImpArea=pi*5000*5000; % Calculate the xy area of the implant 
89 zHeightErr=MeanDiffVol/SpecArea; % Calculate the mean error in 
the z height alignment for this alignment method 
90 VolErrImp=zHeightErr*ImpArea; % Calculate the predicted mean 








1 %% Determine absolute volume for Runs 1, 2 and 3 
2 run(FindVolume.m); 
3  
4 %% Align Run 2 to Run 1 
5 [TR12, TT12, ER12, t12] = icp(Run1', Run2', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 






10 Alignz12=Alignz12.*(I2); % Crop the data to the radius of the 
cylinder 
11 Alignz12(find(Alignz12==0))=NaN; 
12 Alignz12=Alignz12-meanFlat1; % Subtract the mean of Run 1's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
13 AlignVol12=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz12(find(Alignz12>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
14 DiffVol12=abs(AlignVol12-(SpecVol1)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 1 to determine the absolute error 
15  
16 %% Align Run 3 to Run 1 
17 [TR13, TT13, ER13, t13] = icp(Run1', Run3', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 






22 Alignz13=Alignz13.*(I3); % Crop the data to the radius of the 
cylinder 
23 Alignz13(find(Alignz13==0))=NaN; 
24 Alignz13=Alignz13-meanFlat1; % Subtract the mean of Run 1's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
25 AlignVol13=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz13(find(Alignz13>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
26 DiffVol13=abs(AlignVol13-(SpecVol1)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 3 to that of Run 1 to determine the absolute error 
27  
28 %% Align Run 1 to Run 2 
29 [TR21, TT21, ER21, t21] = icp(Run2', Run1', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 















37 Alignz21=Alignz21-meanFlat2; % Subtract the mean of Run 2's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
38 AlignVol21=dx1*dy1*sum(Alignz12(find(Alignz12>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 1 data 
39 DiffVol21=abs(AlignVol21-(SpecVol2)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 1 to that of Run 2 to determine the absolute error 
40  
41 %% Align Run 3 to Run 2 
42 [TR23, TT23, ER23, t32] = icp(Run2', Run3', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 






47 Alignz23=Alignz23.*(I3); % Crop the data to the radius of the 
cylinder 
48 Alignz23(find(Alignz23==0))=NaN; 
49 Alignz23=Alignz23-meanFlat2; % Subtract the mean of Run 2's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
50 AlignVol23=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz23(find(Alignz23>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
51 DiffVol23=abs(AlignVol23-(SpecVol2)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 3 to that of Run 2 to determine the absolute error 
52  
53 %% Align Run 1 to Run 3 
54 [TR31, TT31, ER31, t31] = icp(Run3', Run1', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 






59 Alignz31=Alignz31.*(I1); % Crop the data to the radius of the 
cylinder 
60 Alignz31(find(Alignz31==0))=NaN; 
61 Alignz31=Alignz31-meanFlat3; % Subtract the mean of Run 3's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
62 AlignVol31=dx1*dy1*sum(Alignz31(find(Alignz31>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 1 data 
63 DiffVol31=abs(AlignVol31-(SpecVol3)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 1 to that of Run 3 to determine the absolute error 
64  
65 %% Align Run 2 to Run 3 
66 [TR32, TT32, ER32, t32] = icp(Run3', Run2', 10, 'Matching', 
'Delaunay'); % Calculate the translation and rotation matrix 











71 Alignz32=Alignz32.*(I2); % Crop the data to the radius of the 
cylinder 
72 Alignz32(find(Alignz32==0))=NaN; 
73 Alignz32=zCylndr2+TT32(3,1); % Align the z coordinates of Run 2 
to Run 3 using only the translation matrix 
74 Alignz32=Alignz32-meanFlat3; % Subtract the mean of Run 3's 
reference surface to normalise the base of the specimen to zero 
75 AlignVol32=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz32(find(Alignz32>0))); % Calculate 
the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
76 DiffVol32=abs(AlignVol32-(SpecVol3)); % Compare the aligned 
volume of Run 2 to that of Run 3 to determine the absolute error 
77  
78 %% Determine Error in Alignment Method 
79 SumDiffVol=DiffVol12+DiffVol13+DiffVol21+DiffVol23+DiffVol31+Dif
fVol34; %Sum the absolute errors between runs 
80 MeanDiffVol=SumDiffVol/6; % Calculate the mean of the absolute 
volume errors between the all runs for this alignment method 
81 SpecArea=pi*a*a; % Calculate the xy area of the specimen 
82 ImpArea=pi*5000*5000; % Calculate the xy area of the implant 
83 zHeightErr=MeanDiffVol/SpecArea; % Calculate the mean error in 
the z height alignment for this alignment method 
84 VolErrImp=zHeightErr*ImpArea; % Calculate the predicted mean 









1. %% Import data Run 1 
2. [Run1Vol, struct] = GenAliconaImport('UI05Run1RawData.txt', 






8. %% Format figure 
9. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
10. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
11. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
12. title ('Upper Implant 02, Zero Cycles'); 
13. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




18. caxis manual 
19. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
20. colorbar; 
21.  












34. %% Plot Figure of Run1 Sphere 
35. figure; 
36. scatter3(xSphere,ySphere,zSphere,5,zSphere); 
37. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
38. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
39. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
40. title ('Upper Implant 02, Zero Cycles'); 
41. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




46. caxis manual 
47. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
48. colorbar; 
49.  
50. %% Calculate Run1 Sphere Volume 
51. dx = abs(xSphere(find(diff(xSphere),1)+1)-xSphere(1)); 






53. Run1VolSphere = dx*dy*sum(zSphere(:)); 
54.  











65. %% Plot Figure of Run1 Reference Surface 
66. figure; 
67. scatter3(xFlat,yFlat,zFlat,5,zFlat); 
68. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
69. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
70. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
71. title ('Upper Implant 02, Zero Cycles'); 
72. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




77. caxis manual 
78. caxis ([11000 11600]); 
79. colorbar; 
80.  
81. %% Import data Run 2 
82. [Run2Vol, struct] = GenAliconaImport('UI05Run2RawData.txt', 






88. %% Format figure 
89. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
90. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
91. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
92. title ('Upper Implant 02, 0.25 Million Cycles'); 
93. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




98. caxis manual 
99. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
100. colorbar; 
101.  

















114. %% Plot Figure of Run2 Sphere 
115. figure; 
116. scatter3(xSphere2,ySphere2,zSphere2,5,zSphere2); 
117. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
118. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
119. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
120. title ('Upper Implant 02, 0.25 Million Cycles'); 
121. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




126. caxis manual 
127. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
128. colorbar; 
129.  
130. %% Calculate Run2 Sphere Volume 
131. dx2 = abs(xSphere2(find(diff(xSphere2),1)+1)-xSphere2(1)); 
132. dy2 = abs(ySphere2(find(diff(ySphere2),1)+1)-ySphere2(1)); 
133. Run2VolSphere = dx*dy*sum(zSphere2(:)); 
134.  











145. %% Plot Figure of Run2 Reference Surface 
146. figure; 
147. scatter3(xFlat2,yFlat2,zFlat2,5,zFlat2); 
148. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
149. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
150. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
151. title ('Upper Implant 02, 0.25 Million Cycles'); 
152. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




157. caxis manual 
158. caxis ([11000 11600]); 
159. colorbar; 
160.  






162. [Run3Vol, struct] = GenAliconaImport('UI05Run3RawData.txt', 






168. %% Format figure 
169. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
170. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
171. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
172. title ('Upper Implant 02, 0.5 Million Cycles'); 
173. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




178. caxis manual 
179. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
180. colorbar; 
181.  












194. %% Plot Figure of Run3 Sphere 
195. figure; 
196. scatter3(xSphere3,ySphere3,zSphere3,5,zSphere3); 
197. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
198. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
199. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
200. title ('Upper Implant 2, 0.5 Million Cycles'); 
201. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 11000, 14500]); 




206. caxis manual 
207. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
208. colorbar; 
209.  
210. %% Calculate Run3 Sphere Volume 
211. dx3 = abs(xSphere3(find(diff(xSphere3),1)+1)-xSphere3(1)); 
212. dy3 = abs(ySphere3(find(diff(ySphere3),1)+1)-ySphere3(1)); 
213. Run3VolSphere = dx3*dy3*sum(zSphere3(:)); 
214.  
















225. %% Plot Figure of Run3 Reference Surface 
226. figure; 
227. scatter3(xFlat3,yFlat3,zFlat3,5,zFlat3); 
228. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
229. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
230. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
231. title ('Upper Implant 2, 0.5 Million Cycles'); 
232. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




237. caxis manual 
238. caxis ([11000 11600]); 
239. colorbar; 
240.  
241. %% Import data Run 4 
242. [Run4Vol, struct] = GenAliconaImport('UI05Run4RawData.txt', 






248. %% Format figure 
249. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
250. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
251. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
252. title ('Upper Implant 02, 1 Million Cycles'); 
253. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




258. caxis manual 
259. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
260. colorbar; 
261.  

















274. %% Plot Figure of Run4 Sphere 
275. figure; 
276. scatter3(xSphere4,ySphere4,zSphere4,5,zSphere4); 
277. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
278. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
279. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
280. title ('Upper Implant 2, 1 Million Cycles'); 
281. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 11000, 14500]); 




286. caxis manual 
287. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
288. colorbar; 
289.  
290. %% Calculate Run4 Sphere Volume 
291. dx4 = abs(xSphere4(find(diff(xSphere4),1)+1)-xSphere4(1)); 
292. dy4 = abs(ySphere4(find(diff(ySphere4),1)+1)-ySphere4(1)); 
293. Run4VolSphere = dx4*dy4*sum(zSphere4(:)); 
294.  











305. %% Plot Figure of Run4 Reference Surface 
306. figure; 
307. scatter3(xFlat4,yFlat4,zFlat4,5,zFlat4); 
308. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
309. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
310. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
311. title ('Upper Implant 2, 1 Million Cycles'); 
312. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




317. caxis manual 
318. caxis ([11000 11600]); 
319. colorbar; 
320.  
321. %% Import data Run 5 
322. [Run5Vol, struct] = GenAliconaImport('UI05Run5RawData.txt', 











328. %% Format figure 
329. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
330. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
331. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
332. title ('Upper Implant 02, 1.5 Million Cycles'); 
333. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




338. caxis manual 
339. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
340. colorbar; 
341.  












354. %% Plot Figure of Run5 Sphere 
355. figure; 
356. scatter3(xSphere5,ySphere5,zSphere5,5,zSphere5); 
357. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
358. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
359. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
360. title ('Upper Implant 2, 1.5 Million Cycles'); 
361. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 11000, 14500]); 




366. caxis manual 
367. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
368. colorbar; 
369.  
370. %% Calculate Run5 Sphere Volume 
371. dx5 = abs(xSphere5(find(diff(xSphere5),1)+1)-xSphere5(1)); 
372. dy5 = abs(ySphere5(find(diff(ySphere5),1)+1)-ySphere5(1)); 
373. Run5VolSphere = dx5*dy5*sum(zSphere5(:)); 
374.  
















385. %% Plot Figure of Run5 Reference Surface 
386. figure; 
387. scatter3(xFlat5,yFlat5,zFlat5,5,zFlat5); 
388. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
389. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
390. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
391. title ('Upper Implant 2, 1.5 Million Cycles'); 
392. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




397. caxis manual 
398. caxis ([11000 11600]); 
399. colorbar; 
400.  
401. %% Import data Run 6 
402. [Run6Vol, struct] = GenAliconaImport('UI05Run6RawData.txt', 






408. %% Format figure 
409. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
410. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
411. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
412. title ('Upper Implant 02, 2 Million Cycles'); 
413. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




418. caxis manual 
419. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
420. colorbar; 
421.  




















437. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
438. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
439. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
440. title ('Upper Implant 2, 2 Million Cycles'); 
441. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 11000, 14500]); 




446. caxis manual 
447. caxis ([10500 11600]); 
448. colorbar; 
449.  
450. %% Calculate Run6 Sphere Volume 
451. dx6 = abs(xSphere6(find(diff(xSphere6),1)+1)-xSphere6(1)); 
452. dy6 = abs(ySphere6(find(diff(ySphere6),1)+1)-ySphere6(1)); 
453. Run6VolSphere = dx6*dy6*sum(zSphere6(:)); 
454.  











465. %% Plot Figure of Run6 Reference Surface 
466. figure; 
467. scatter3(xFlat6,yFlat6,zFlat6,5,zFlat6); 
468. zlabel('z, \mum'); 
469. ylabel('y, \mum'); 
470. xlabel('x, \mum'); 
471. title ('Upper Implant 2, 2 Million Cycles'); 
472. axis([-5000, 5000, -5000, 5000, 10500, 14500]); 




477. caxis manual 
478. caxis ([11000 11600]); 
479. colorbar; 
480.  
481. %% Align the Run2 to Run1 
482. [TR12, TT12, ER12, t12] = icp(Run1Flat', Run2Flat'); 
483. AlignRun12=TR12*Run2'+repmat(TT12,1,length(Run2')); % Align the 
coordinates of Run 2 to Run 1 using the rotation and translation 
matrices 
484. AlignRun12=AlignRun12'; % Invert the matrix 
485. Alignz12=AlignRun12(:,3); % Extract the z coordinates 
486. Alignz12=reshape(Alignz12,[2171, 1971]);% Reshape the z 






487. Alignz12=Alignz12.*(I2); % Crop the data to the size of the 
implant 
488. Alignz12(find(Alignz12==0))=NaN; % Make zero values to be "Not A 
Number" to remove from calculation 
489. AlignVol12Sphere=dx2*dy2*sum(Alignz12(find(Alignz12>0))); % 
Calculate the volume of the aligned Run 2 data 
490. DiffVol12=abs(AlignVol12Sphere-(Run1VolSphere));% Compare the 
aligned volume of Run 2 to that of Run 1 to determine the 
absolute error 
491. save('Run12Results_ExtNone_120215', 'AlignRun12', 
'AlignVol12Sphere', 'Alignz12', 'DiffVol12', 'ER12', 't12', 
'TR12', 'TT12'); %Save output variables to .mat file 
492.  
493. %% Align Run3 to Run1 
494. [TR13, TT13, ER13, t13] = icp(Run1Flat', Run3Flat'); 
495. AlignRun13=TR13*Run3'+repmat(TT13,1,length(Run3')); % Align the 
coordinates of Run 3 to Run 1 using the rotation and translation 
matrices 
496. AlignRun13=AlignRun13'; % Invert the matrix 
497. Alignz13=AlignRun13(:,3); % Extract the z coordinates 
498. Alignz13=reshape(Alignz13,[2182, 2175]);% Reshape the z 
coordinates to match the xy grid 
499. Alignz13=Alignz13.*(I3); % Crop the data to the size of the 
implant 
500. Alignz13(find(Alignz13==0))=NaN; % Make zero values to be "Not A 
Number" to remove from calculation 
501. AlignVol13Sphere=dx3*dy3*sum(Alignz13(find(Alignz13>0))); % 
Calculate the volume of the aligned Run 3 data 
502. DiffVol13=abs(AlignVol13Sphere-(Run1VolSphere));% Compare the 
aligned volume of Run 3 to that of Run 1 to determine the 
absolute error 
503. save('Run13Results_ExtNone_120215', 'AlignRun13', 
'AlignVol13Sphere', 'Alignz13', 'DiffVol13', 'ER13', 't13', 
'TR13', 'TT13'); %Save output variables to .mat file 
504.  
505. %% Align Run4 to Run1 
506. [TR14, TT14, ER14, t14] = icp(Run1Flat', Run4Flat'); 
507. AlignRun14=TR14*Run4'+repmat(TT14,1,length(Run4')); % Align the 
coordinates of Run 4 to Run 1 using the rotation and translation 
matrices 
508. AlignRun14=AlignRun14'; % Invert the matrix 
509. Alignz14=AlignRun14(:,3); % Extract the z coordinates 
510. Alignz14=reshape(Alignz14,[2451, 2175]);% Reshape the z 
coordinates to match the xy grid 
511. Alignz14=Alignz14.*(I4); % Crop the data to the size of the 
implant 
512. Alignz14(find(Alignz14==0))=NaN; % Make zero values to be "Not A 
Number" to remove from calculation 
513. AlignVol14Sphere=dx4*dy4*sum(Alignz14(find(Alignz14>0))); % 
Calculate the volume of the aligned Run 4 data 
514. DiffVol14=abs(AlignVol14Sphere-(Run1VolSphere));% Compare the 
aligned volume of Run 4 to that of Run 1 to determine the 
absolute error 
515. save('Run14Results_ExtNone_120215', 'AlignRun14', 
'AlignVol14Sphere', 'Alignz14', 'DiffVol14', 'ER14', 't14', 







517. %% Align Run5 to Run1 
518. [TR15, TT15, ER15, t15] = icp(Run1Flat', Run5Flat'); 
519. AlignRun15=TR15*Run5'+repmat(TT15,1,length(Run5')); % Align the 
coordinates of Run 5 to Run 1 using the rotation and translation 
matrices 
520. AlignRun15=AlignRun15'; % Invert the matrix 
521. Alignz15=AlignRun15(:,3); % Extract the z coordinates 
522. Alignz15=reshape(Alignz15,[2451, 2175]);% Reshape the z 
coordinates to match the xy grid 
523. Alignz15=Alignz15.*(I5); % Crop the data to the size of the 
implant 
524. Alignz15(find(Alignz15==0))=NaN; % Make zero values to be "Not A 
Number" to remove from calculation 
525. AlignVol15Sphere=dx5*dy5*sum(Alignz15(find(Alignz15>0))); % 
Calculate the volume of the aligned Run 5 data 
526. DiffVol15=abs(AlignVol15Sphere-(Run1VolSphere));% Compare the 
aligned volume of Run 5 to that of Run 1 to determine the 
absolute error 
527. save('Run15Results_ExtNone_120215', 'AlignRun15', 
'AlignVol15Sphere', 'Alignz15', 'DiffVol15', 'ER15', 't15', 
'TR15', 'TT15'); %Save output variables to .mat file 
528.  
529. %% Align Run6 to Run1 
530. [TR16, TT16, ER16, t16] = icp(Run1Flat', Run6Flat'); 
531. AlignRun16=TR16*Run6'+repmat(TT16,1,length(Run6')); % Align the 
coordinates of Run 6 to Run 1 using the rotation and translation 
matrices 
532. AlignRun16=AlignRun16'; % Invert the matrix 
533. Alignz16=AlignRun16(:,3); % Extract the z coordinates 
534. Alignz16=reshape(Alignz16,[2451, 2175]);% Reshape the z 
coordinates to match the xy grid 
535. Alignz16=Alignz16.*(I6); % Crop the data to the size of the 
implant 
536. Alignz16(find(Alignz16==0))=NaN; % Make zero values to be "Not A 
Number" to remove from calculation 
537. AlignVol16Sphere=dx6*dy6*sum(Alignz16(find(Alignz16>0))); % 
Calculate the volume of the aligned Run 6 data 
538. DiffVol16=abs(AlignVol16Sphere-(Run1VolSphere));% Compare the 
aligned volume of Run 6 to that of Run 1 to determine the 
absolute error 
539. save('Run16Results_ExtNone_120215', 'AlignRun16', 
'AlignVol16Sphere', 'Alignz16', 'DiffVol16', 'ER16', 't16', 
'TR16', 'TT16'); 
540.  
541. %%Email to say the script has finished running 
542. props = java.lang.System.getProperties; 
543. props.setProperty('mail.smtp.auth', 'true'); 
544. setpref('Internet', 'SMTP_Server', 'smtp.bham.ac.uk'); 
545. setpref('Internet', 'E_mail', 'ncg937@bham.ac.uk'); 
546. setpref('Internet', 'SMTP_Username', 'ncg937@bham.ac.uk'); 
547. setpref('Internet', 'SMTP_Password', '*******'); 
548. msg=num2str(DiffVol12, DiffVol13, DiffVol14, DiffVol15, 
DiffVol16) 
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